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Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0. Let 
o: C + B be a surjective map of commutative algebras such that xP = 0 for any x in 
Ker(yl), so that the map Fc: k’@ @ C+ C, 10 a t+ lPaP factors through k’lp @ 9, 
yielding a map $: k”P @ B -+ C. A map of algebras f: A + B can be lifted to an 
algebra map f: A -+ C such that f = q 0 f if and only if Ker(F,) c 
Ker(Fr o (k”” @ f )). In particular, if FA is injective, any algebra map A + B can be 
lifted to A + C. The dual results will be given for cocommutative Hopf algebras and 
coalgebra maps. 
It is known that every reduced algebraic group over a perfect field is 
smooth [ 1, p. 2391. This means that if A is a finitely generated commutative 
Hopf algebra over a field k such that k@ A is reduced, then for any 
surjective map of commutative algebras p: C+ B whose kernel Ker(q) is 
nilpotent, any algebra mapf: A + B can be lifted to an algebra mapf: A -+ C 
such that v, of= f [I, Corollary 4.6, p. 111; 4, (28.C), p. 198, (28.D), 
p. 2001. If k is of characteristic 0, 50 A is always reduced, and if k is of 
characteristic p > 0, E@ A is reduced, if and only if k’jP 0 A is reduced. In 
this paper, we assume k is a field of characteristic p > 0 and give a direct 
and rather easy proof of the above lifting property. Reducedness of k’lP @A 
is equivalent o the injectivity of the map FA : k’lp @A -+ A, ,I @ a c, Apap. 
Unless FA is injective, not every algebra map A -+ B can be lifted to A -+ C. 
The following result will give a criterion for it be lifted: 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra and let (D: C + B 
be a surjective map of commutative algebras such that xp = 0 for any x in 
Ker(rp). The map F, factors as 
Let f: A + B be an algebra map. There is an algebra map?: A -+ C such that 
v, o f = f if and only if Ker(lr,) c Ker (F: o (klip of)). 
As a corollary, if FA is injective, it follows that every algebra map A --* B 
can be lifted to an algebra map A --t C. This fact is true, if only rp is 
surjective with bounded nil kernel. 
The geometric meaning of the above result is as follows. Let G be an 
affme (not necessarily algebraic) group scheme over k. Let F,: G -+ Gtp’ 
denote the Frobenius map for G. Let X 4 Y be a closed immersion of afftne 
schemes uch that F,: Y--t Y”‘) has image in X’“‘. A scheme map f: X+ G 
can be extended to a scheme map f: Y + G if and only if f (p’ : Xcp’ -+ Gtp’ 
maps Im(F,) into Im(FG). 
The above results can be dualized. The V-map Vc: C + k’lp 0 C of a 
cocommutative coalgebra C was introduced by Heyneman and Sweedler 
[2,4.11 as the dual concept to the F-map of commutative algebras. The 
following is dual to Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra, let C be a 
cocommutative coalgebra, and D c C a subcoalgebra such that 
Im(V,-) c k’lp @ D. A coalgebra map f: D + H can be extended to a 
coalgebra map f: C -+ H if and only if kllp @ f maps Im( V,) into Im( V,,). 
The structure theorem of irreducible cocommutative Hopf algebras whose 
V-map is surjective [2,4.2.7] follows immediately from the above. There is 
also an intimate relation between the above theorem and the extension 
theorem of sequences of divided powers [lo]. 
Both Theorems (1.1) and (3.4) are proved similarly. We use the splitting 
property of subgroup schemes of affme group schemes killed by the 
Frobenius map and the corresponding property for cocommutative Hopf 
algebras killed by the V-map. 
We work over a fixed field k of characteristic p > 0. All schemes, 
algebras, coalgebras, and so on are over k. We shall use the terminology of 
[ 6 ] for Hopf algebras. 
1. COMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
If A is a commutative algebra, the kllP-algebra klip @A can be viewed as 
a k-algebra via 
k+ klip @A, IIk+A”P@ 1. 
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This k-algebra will be denoted by AtP’. We have an algebra map 
FA:AAp’+A, 3, @ a b IPaP. 
If X = Spec(A) the affine scheme of A, then XCp’ will mean Spec(A’P’). The 
algebra map FA induces a scheme map 
F, = Spec(F,) : X -+ XCp’ 
which is called the Frobenius map of X [ 1, pp. 270, 2711. We denote by 
Im(Fx) or F(X) the closed subscheme Spec(kAP) of Xtp), where 
kAp = Im(F,). 
If 4: A -+ B is a map of commutative algebras, #(p’: AtP’ -+ Bcp’ denotes the 
induced algebra map k’lP @ 4. Iff: Y--t X is the corresponding map of affine 
schemes, f (p) : YCp) --f XCp) denotes the scheme map corresponding to @p). 
The main theorem of this section is formulated as follows: 
1.1 THEOREM. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra. 
(a) Let D be a commutative algebra and 4: D -+ A a surjective algebra 
map. If Ker@) n kDp = 0, then # has a section which is an algebra map. 
(b) Let B, C be commutative algebras and q: C + B a surjective 
algebra map such that q(x) = 0 implies xp = 0 for x in C. Then F, factors as 
F, : C(P) z B’P’ 2 C. 
Let f: A + B be an algebra map. There is an algebra map f: A + C such that 
qof=fifandonlyif 
Ker(FA) c Ker(F: of (,‘). (1.1.1) 
Before going into the proof, we will state how (1.1) will be proved, so that 
the logical structure of Section 1 is transparent at the onset. 
First, we give the geometric meaning of (1.1) in (1.2), so (1.2) is 
equivalent o (1.1). Part (b) of (1.1) will follow from part (a) of (1.1) plus 
(1.3). Part (a) of (1.1) will follow from (1.4) plus (2.9), while (2.9) will 
follow from the main theorem of Section 2. Finally (1.6) to (1.9) are conse- 
quences of (1.1). 
1.2. COROLLARY. Let G be an aflne group scheme. 
(a) Let Z be an aflne scheme containing G as a closed subscheme. rf 
F(G) = F(Z) as subschemes of Zcp’, then there is a scheme map Z -+ G which 
is the identity on G. 
4x1’79 29 
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(b) Let X be an afine scheme and Y c X a closed subscheme. Assume 
F(X) c Ycp). A scheme map h: Y + G can be extended to a scheme map 
h: X - G if and only if hfp) maps F(X) into F(G). 
Proof: Assume G, Z, X, Y correspond to A, D, C, B in (1.1). It is 
enough to check that the conditions in (1.1) are fulfilled. (a) 
Ker(4) n kDP = 0 if and only if #: kDP 3 kAp if and only if F(G) = F(Z). 
(b) xp = 0 for all x E Ker(q) if and only F, factors through q’“‘. Condition 
(1.1.1) implies that f(p):A(P)+ Bcp’ induces a map of quotient algebras 
kAp -+ F”,(B@‘) = kCP. If h corresponds to f, this is equivalent to that htp) 
maps F(X) into F(G). Q.E.D. 
We begin the proof of (1.1). The “only if” part of (b) is clear, since 
f = rp o f will imply F: o f(P) = F: o (D(~) .J(p) = Fc o f’“’ = f o FA . The 
“if” part will follow from (a) in view of the following proposition. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Let 
be a pullback diagram of commutative algebras. Assume q is subjective and 
xp = 0 for all x in Ker((o). Condition (1.1.1) implies that w is surjective and 
Ker(o) n kEp = 0. 
Proof. If a, is surjective, so is w. Let 
u:AcP’+E 
be the algebra map defined by 
gOu=F;of(P’, wou=F,. 
Then Ker(u) = Ker(F,) n Ker(F: o f (p’) = Ker(F,) by (1.1.1). Since 
u o w(“) = FE, we have Im(F,) c Im(u). Hence Im(F,) n Ker(o) c Im(u) n 
Ker(w) = u(Ker(F,)) = 0. Q.E.D. 
To prove the “if’ part of (1.1)(b), make a pullback diagram as above, 
where w has an algebra section s by (1.1)(a). It is enough to put f = g o s. 
We can reduce the proof of (1.1)(a) to the case when D is also a Hopf 
algebra and 4 is a Hopf algebra map, in view of the following proposition. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. With the assumption of (1.1)(a), there is a 
commutative Hopf algebra 6, together with a surjective algebra map 
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x: o’+ D such that (i) 4 0 x: fi-+ A is a Hopf algebra map and (ii) 
Ker@ o x) n kfip = 0. 
Proof There is a vector space V, together with a linear surjection 
II: D -+ V such that 
(4, r): D ET A x V. 
Let C(V) be the cofree coalgebra on V [6, p. 1251, and let 0’ = A n C(V) be 
the direct product of coalgebras with canonical projections 
It satisfies the following universal mapping property: For any coalgebra C 
and any pair (h, , h2), where h, : C -+ A is a coalgebra map and h, : C + V a 
linear map, there is a unique coalgebra map h: C + 0’ such that h, = @ o h, 
h, = ZZ o h. Define a linear map x: o’+ D by the condition $ o x = @, 
710 x = ZZ. Let (m, , u,) and (m,, Us) denote the algebra structures of A and 
D. Using the above universal mapping property, we can define coalgebra 
maps 
fi:b@ZLB, u’:k+Lj 
by the condition 
@oii=m,o(@@@), zzo~=xom,~~@x), 
@oli=uA, no~=7roUD. 
It follows that x: b + D commutes with the algebra structures. Using this, 
one can easily check the associativity and the unit condition for (m, UT. Thus, 
fi becomes a bialgebra which is obviously commutative, and $0 x (= 0): 
o’-+ A is a bialgebra map. All we have to prove is (1) surjectivity of x, (2) 
Ker(@) n kfip = 0, and (3) the existence of an antipode of D. (1) Let A @ V 
be the coalgebra extension of A obtained by adjoining V as primitive 
elements. There is a coalgebra map h: A @ V+ fi such that x o h is the 
identity map. Hence x is surjective. (2) Since @ is a coalgebra map, 
Z = Ker(Qi) r\l kfip is a coideal of D and we have x(Z) c Ker(() n kDp = 0. 
Kerk) contains no non-zero coideal by the universal mapping property for 
D. Hence Z= 0. (3) kfip has an antipode, since it is isomorphic to kAp. Thus 
B(P) modulo a nil biideal has an antipode. Hence Z?(P) has an antipode by 
the following Lemma 1.5. It follows that D has an antipode. Q.E.D. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let A be a commutative bialgebra and Z c A a nil biideal. 
If A/I has an antipode, then A has an antipode. 
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ProoJ: By [7, Corollary 69, p. 5821, it is enough to prove that any group- 
like element g E A is invertible. By assumption g is invertible modulo I. 
Since Z is nil, g itself is invertible. Q.E.D. 
The proof of (1.1)(a) in case when D is a Hopf algebra and 4 is a Hopf 
algebra map will be done in Section 2. We will need the splitting property of 
subgroup schemes of affine group schemes killed by the Frobenius map. 
We give several consequences of Theorem 1.1. 
A commutative algebra A is called smooth [4, (28.D), p. 2001 if for any 
surjective map of commutative algebras cp: C--t B with nilpotent kernel and 
for any algebra map f: A -+ B, there is an algebra map f: A + C such that 
(o of =f. We say A is strongly smooth if for any surjective map of 
commutative algebras rp: C + B with bounded nil kernel (which means that 
there is an integer n > 0 such that x” = 0 for all x E Ker(cp)) the above lifting 
property is fulfilled. 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra. Zf F, is 
injective, A is a strongly smooth algebra. 
ProoJ It is enough to check the above lifting property with a surjective 
map of commutative algebras (p: C -+ B such that xp = 0 for any x E Ker(rp). 
Since condition (1.1.1) is empty, the claim follows by (1.1)(b). Q.E.D. 
The restriction saying that Ker((o) is bounded nil is indispensable, as the 
following example shows. 
1.7. EXAMPLE. Let A be the commutative algebra generated by elements 
XI 3 x2 ,-.., with defining relations xi = xf+ i, i = 1, 2 ,..., and let A” be the 
commutative algebra generated by elements y,, y2,..., with defining relation 
yy = y;' = . . . = yf = . . . . A has a Hopf algebra structure, FA is injective, 
and the algebra map 4: 2-t A, #( yi) = xi is surjective with nil kernel. 
However, there is no algebra section of 4. 
Proof: One of the possible Hopf algebra structures on A is given by 
letting all xi primitive elements. FA is clearly injective. Ker(#) is generated by 
nilpotent elements yi - yy,,, i = 1, 2,... . Let R = k[ y,] which is a 
polynomial ring. The set of all monomials nEz yy, where {ei} is a sequence 
of integers of finite support with 0 < ei < pi, forms a free basis of the R- 
module 2. It follows that for j = 1, 2,..., the subalgebra Rxp’ is generated 
over R by those monomials nTz2 yTi such that p’ ] ei and 0 < ei < pi. This 
means 
fi RJd=R. 
j= I 
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Therefore, if s: A -+ 2 is an algebra map, all elements (xI) must be in R ; 
hence s(A) c R. Since 4(R) #A, it follows that there is no section of 4. 
Q.E.D. 
Let A be a commutative algebra with augmentation E: A + k and let 
M = Ker(s). The multiplication in the symmetric A-algebra S,M will be 
denoted by 
m,*-.- *m, for m, ,..., m, E M 
in order to distinguish from the multiplication in M. The F-map for the non- 
unital algebra M, which is defined similarly as unital algebras, factors as 
follows, 
where 
f&@m)=IPm*---*m (p times), 
~u,,*(m1 * . . . * mp)=m, .‘a mp-, * mp, 
klbl * mz> = m1m2 
for A E k’lp, m, m, ,..., mp E M. We have a complex 
Ker(4.A bJOfM g M 3 Ma (1.8.1) 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra. Let 
M = Ker(s) where E: A + k is the counit. Complex (1.8.1) is exact. If F* is 
injective, p2,, is injective. 
ProoJ Let q: Sfi M + k be a linear map. Define the product on A @ k 
(a, x)(b, y) = (ab, c(a)y + E(b)x + q(a+ * b+)), a,bEA,x,yEk, 
where a+ = a - E(a), and get a commutative associative algebra A 0, k with 
identity (1,O). This is a special case of Hochschild ring extensions [4, 
(25.C) p. 1781. There is the algebra projection n: A 0, k + A, n(a, x) = a, 
with Ker(r)2 = 0. We have Ker(rc) n k(A 0, k)P = 0 if and only if q = 0 on 
,up,, o f,,(Ker(F,)). If this is the case, rr has an algebra section s: A + A 0, k 
by (1.1)(a). Write s(a)= (a, Z(a)) for a E A. Then 1(l) =0 and 
Z(m,m,) = q(m, * mJ for m,, m2 EM. Thus q = 1 o p,,,. This means the 
dual complex of (1.8.1) is exact. Hence it is exact. The last statement is 
clear. Q.E.D. 
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As the above proof shows, the injectivity of ,u~,, is a consequence of 
smoothness of A, rather than of the injectivity of F,, . More precisely, D,-, is 
injective if and only if the Hochschild extension A 0, k of A splits (i.e., there 
is an algebra section A + A 0, k of A splits (i.e., there is an algebra section 
A + A 0, k) for any linear map q: S:M + k. We claim that A is formally 
smooth with respect to the M-adic topology 14, (2&C), p. 1981 if ,uuz,, is 
injective. Let o: C + B be a surjective map of commutative algebras with 
Ker(p)* = 0. Let f: A -P B be an algebra map such that f(M’) = 0 for some 
i > 0. We must show that f can be lifted to an algebra map A + C. Let 
I = Ker(p) which is a B-module, and hence an A-module. In order to liftfto 
A + C, it is enough to lift it successively to A -+ C/MI, A -+ C/M2Z, and so 
on. Hence we can assume MI = 0. There is a linear lifting f ‘: A + C with 
f’(1) = 1. The map (m,, m2) u f’(m,)f’(m,) -f’(m,m,), for m,, m, E M 
induces a linear map q: S:M-+ I. If we write q = h o ,D,,, with a linear map 
h:M+Z, then 
7: A + C, f(a) = f’(a) + h(a - c(a)) 
will become a lifted algebra map. This proves the claim. 
Assume A is finitely generated, or more generally A,+, (localization at M) 
is notherian. It follows from [ 1,4.2, p. 109; 4, (28.M), p. 2071 that A is M- 
adically smooth if and only if Spec(A) is smooth at M (in the sense of 
[ 1,4.1, p. 1081). If A is a Hopf algebra and E is the counit, then the 
smoothness at M (or at e) implies the whole smoothness of A [ 1, 2.1, p. 238 ] 
and the injectivity of FA. 
Summarizing the above, we get the following. 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative algebra with augmentation 
E: A -P k, and let M = Ker(s). 
(i) FA is injective. 
(ii) A is smooth. 
(iii> P2,, is injective. 
(iv) A is M-adically smooth. 
We have (ii) + (iii) j (iv). Zf A is a Hopf algebra, (i) 3 (ii). Zf A is aftnitely 
generated Hopf algebra with counit E, then (i) through (iv) are equivalent 
with one another. 
The last statement is false, unless A is finitely generated. Take the algebra 
A of (1.7) for instance. Since we have M = M’, where M = (x1, x2,...), every 
quotient algebra of A is M-adically smooth. In particular A/(x$, which has a 
Hopf algebra structure, is M-adically smooth. Nevertheless, the projection 
A/(x~~~ + A/(x:) h as no algebra section. 
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2. AFFINE GROUP SCHEMES KILLED BY THE FROBENIUS MAP 
There is a categorical correspondence between affine algebraic groups G 
whose Frobenius map F, is trivial, and finite dimensional p-Lie algebras L 
given as follows [ 1, 4.1, p. 2821: Let IY’~~(L) be the restricted universal 
enveloping algebra of L. It has the Hopf algebra structure with L as the set 
of primitive elements. Let Ulpl(L)* be the dual Hopf algebra which is 
commutative. The equivalence is given by L b Spec(UtP’(L)*) and 
G H Lie(G) (the Lie algebra of G). 
Let L be a finite dimensional p-Lie algebra and let L’ c L be a p-Lie 
subalgebra. If {xi ,..., x,,} is a basis of L modulo L’, then the set of elements 
XT’ . . . x2 with 0 < ei < p spans a subcoalgebra C of Utpl(L). The restricted 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem [ 1,3.6, p. 2771 implies that the 
multiplication of Utpl(L) induces an isomorphism of coalgebras 
c @ LP’(L’) 2 U’“‘(L). 
This has the following geometric meaning: 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be an aflne algebraic group such that Fo is 
trivial, and let H c G be a closed subgroup scheme. There is a closed 
subscheme XC G such that the multiplication of G induces an isomorphism 
of affine schemes 
XXHrG. 
The purpose of this section is to generalize (2.1) to those G which are not 
necessarily algebraic. Using it, we can finish the proof of (1.1)(a). 
For an affine group G and a closed subgroup schemg H c G, we denote by 
G/H the cokernel in the category of “dur” sheaves M,E of the diagram 
product 
GxH: G 
projection 
which is denoted by GFH in [1, 7.2, p. 3531. As a consequence of [1, 1.5, 
p. 3621 we have the following: 
2.2. LEMMA. There is a closed subscheme XC G such that X x H r G if 
and only if G/H is afine and the projection G + G/H has a section. 
More precisely we have the following: 
2.3. LEMMA. Assume G/H is aflne. There is a 1-1 correspondence 
between closed subschemes XC G such that Xx H 2 G and sections 
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s: G/H -+ G given by XI--, sx and s I--+ Im(s), where the section s, associated 
with X is induced by the composite 
GzXxH proj. bX4G. 
The proof is easy and omitted. 
We have given in [9, Theorem 10, p. 4651 the following criterion to know 
when G/H is affine. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. G/H is afine tf and only tf the afJine ring O(G) is a 
faithfully cojlat left (or equivalently right) O(H)-comodule. 
An affine group scheme is called pro-finite if all of its algebraic quotients 
are finite. For example, those affine groups which are killed by the Frobenius 
map are pro-finite in view of the categorical correspondence described in the 
beginning of this section. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let G be a pro-finite group scheme. For any closed 
subgroup scheme H c G, G/H is afine. 
Proof: We use (2.4). If G is finite, O(G)* is a left (or right) faithfully flat 
O(H)*-module by [8, Theorem 3.1, p. 2531. This means O(G) is a faithfully 
coflat O(H)-comodule. In general, let A = O(G) and A/Z = O(H), where Z is 
a Hopf ideal of A. A is the union of finite dimensional Hopf subalgebras A,, 
and A, is a faithfully coflat A,/Z,-comodule, where Z* =A, n 1. Since 
A/Z = b, A,/Z, , it follows easily that A is a faithfully coflat A/Z-comodule. 
Q.E.D. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let G be an affine group scheme such that F, is trivial. 
For any closed subgroup scheme H c G, G/H is afJine and the projection 
G + GfH has a section. 
Proof. Since G is pro-finite, we have only to prove the existence of a 
section. 
We begin with the case when H is algebraic. There is a closed normal 
subgroup scheme N a G such that N n H = (e) and G/N is algebraic. Apply 
(2.1) to G/N which contains H as a closed subgroup, and get a closed 
subscheme Y c G/N such that 
YxHrG/N 
Let XC G be the inverse image of Y. Then we have 
XxHrG. 
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Let H be arbitrary. Let A be the set of all pairs (N, X), where N CI G is a 
closed normal subgroup scheme and XC G/N is a closed subscheme such 
that 
X x HN/N 5 G/N. 
In view of (2.3), we can also define A to be the set of all pairs (N, s) where 
N (1 G closed and 
s: G/HN + G/N 
is a section to the projection G/N + G/HN. We give the following ordering 
on A : Let (N, X) and (N’, X’) be two elements in A. (N, X) < (N’, X’) if 
N z~ N’ and the projection G/N’ + G/N maps X’ into X. This is equivalent 
to saying that 
G/HN’ sx’ G/N’ 
I I 
G/HN -f% G/N 
commutes, where the vertical maps denote the projections. 
The ordered set A is inductive. Let (N,, X,), a E Z be a chain in A. Take 
the projective limit l&r, of 
X, x HN, IN, r G/N, 
and get 
X x HN/N 2 G/N, 
where N = 0, N,, (G/N = @, G/N, will follow from [ 1, 7.5, p, 3551, and 
H/H n N = @, H/H n N, similarly. The latter means HN/N = 
@, HN,/N,, since HN/N = H/Hn N [ 1, 3.7(c), p. 3321.) Thus (N, X) is 
an element in A which is larger than every (N,, X,). 
Let (N, X) be a maximal element in A. We derive a contradiction by 
assuming N # (e). There is a closed normal subgroup scheme K (1 G such 
that G/K is algebraic and N u? K. Let N,, = N n K which is normal in G and 
properly contained in N. N/N,, is algebraic. Look at the following diagram, 
G/N +-S-X-; G/HN 
P 
9’ 
GIN, - 
PO GIHNo 
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where p, q, pO, q’ are the canonical projections. q has a sectionf, since N/N,, 
is an algebraic subgroup of G/N,. Let I= f o sx 0 q’ : G/HN, + G/N,. Then 
q’ o pO o I= q’. Using the canonical left action of G/N, on G/HN,, we have 
q/(1(x)--‘ . x) = q’(e) for all x E (G/HN,)(R) 
with commutative algebra R. This means 
l(x)- ’ e x E (HN/HN,)(R). 
Since N/N, is algebraic, the projection 
N/N, -+ HNIHN, 
has a section. Hence, there is a scheme map 
t: G/HNO -+ N/N, 
such that 
p. 0 t(x) = l(x) - ’ * x, x E (GIHNdR 1. 
Define a scheme map 
s: GjHN, --$ G/N, 
by s(x) = l(x) t(x) for x E (G/HN,)(R) with commutative algebra R, then we 
have 
po 0 s(x) = l(x) * (PO 0 t(x)> =x, 
q0s=q01=s,0q’. 
Hence s is a section of pO, and the pair (N,, s) is strictly larger than (N, sx), 
a contradiction. 
Therefore N = (e), and we have X x H r G. Q.E.D. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let G be an aflne group scheme and let H c G be a 
closed subgroup scheme. Zf F(G) = F(H) as subgroup schemes of GCp’, then 
there exists a closed subscheme XC G such that XX H r G. 
Proof. Let G’ be the kernel of FG : G -+ GCp’, and let H’ = HA G’. The 
hypothesis implies G = G’ . H. We know there is a closed subscheme 
XcGi withXXH’ 7 G’. It follows immediately that 
XxHrG. Q.E.D. 
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2.8. COROLLARY. With the assumption of (2.7), there is a scheme map 
r: G + H which is the identity on H. 
ProoJ We can take X containing the identity element. We have only to 
compose the projection X x H -+ H with the isomorphism G 5 X X H. 
Q.E.D. 
The last corollary has the following algebraic meaning (see (1.2)): 
2.9. COROLLARY. Let A, D be commutative Hopf algebras and let 
4: D --+ A be a surjective Hopf algebra map such that Ker($) (7 kDP = 0. 
Then q4 has a section which is an algebra map. 
This will finish the proof of (1,1)(a). 
3. COCOMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
The V-map for a cocommutative coalgebra C 
was introduced by Heyneman and Sweedler (2,4.1] as the dual concept to 
the F-map of commutative algebras. It is a l/p-linear coalgebra map. We 
denote by V(C) the image of V,. If H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, V, 
is a l/p-linear Hopf algebra map. We give the dual results of Section 1, using 
the V-map instead of the Frobenius map. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra with L = P(H) the 
primitive elements. Ket( VH) = LH = HL. 
ProojI Since the V-map of kg H is obtained from V, by extending the 
scalars and Pd(k@ H) = I?@ P(H), we can assume k is algebraically closed. 
Let G be the set of group-like elements in H and let H’ be the irreducible 
component at 1. We know that H N k[G] 0 H’. Since the V-map of k[G] is 
an isomorphism, we can reduce to the case H is irreducible. That case is 
precisely [S, Theorem 1, p. 5211. Q.E.D. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra and let 
H’ c H be a Hopf subalgebra. Let L = P(H) and L’ = P(H’) be the p-Lie 
algebras of primitive elements, and let U = U’“‘(L), U’ = Urp’(L’) be the 
restricted universal enveloping algebras. If V(H) = V(H’) in k’lp OH, then 
the multiplication in H induces an isomorphism 
U Ori, H’ : H. 
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Proof This has been proved during the proof of [ 10, Theorem A] in case 
H is irreducible. But what we used there is the fact that Ker(V,) = LH. 
Hence, we can drop the irreducibility hypothesis in view of (3.1). Q.E.D. 
We have the following splitting theorem for cocommutative Hopf algebras 
which is analogous to (2.7). 
3.3. THEOREM. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra and let H’ c H 
be a Hopf subalgebra. If V(H) = V(H’), there is a subcoalgebra C c H 
containing 1 such that the multiplication in H induces a coalgebra 
isomorphism 
C@H’rH. 
In particular, there is a coalgebra projection r: H -+ H’ which is the identity 
on H’. 
Proof With the notation of (3.2), let X be a basis of L modulo L’. Give 
an arbitrary total ordering on X and let C be the linear span of all elements 
x:1 . . . x ‘,“, where x, < ... < x, in X and 0 < e, < p. Then C is a subcoalgebra 
of U and we have C@ U’r U by the restricted Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem. Applying the functor (-) @,,,, H’ to both sides, we get C @ H’ z H 
in view of (3.2). Q.E.D. 
We have the following analogue of (1.1) or (1.2). 
3.4. THEOREM. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra. 
(a) Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra containing H as a 
subcoalgebra. If V(C) = V(H), there is a coalgebra projection r: C -+ H 
which is the identity on H. 
(b) Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra and let D c C be a 
subcoalgebra such that V(C) c k lfp 0 D. A coalgebra map f: D --) H can be 
extended to a coalgebra map?: C + H tf and only if k’lp @ f maps V(C) into 
V(H). 
Proof (a) Let W c C be a linear subspace such that C = H 0 W. Let 
I? = H U T(W) be the coproduct of algebras, where r(W) denotes the tensor 
algebra of W, with canonical injections i: H -+ d and j: W--f g. Define a 
linear injection 
XC=-47 
by x / H = i, x 1 W = j. With the coalgebra structures (AH, E”) and (d,, sc) of 
H and C, we define algebra maps 
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as follows: 
d”oi=(i@i)oA,, do j=(x@x)~A,I W, 
- . &01=&H, 50 j=+ W. 
One sees that x : C 4 fi is a coalgebra embedding, and it follows from this 
that fi becomes a cocommutative bialgebra. This construction is dual to 
(1.4). Since x(C) generates ti as an algebra, V(C) = V(H) implies 
V(g) = V o x(H). In particular, there is no non-zero subcoalgebra D c fi 
such that D nx(H) = 0. Hence, all simple subcoalgebras of fi are contained 
in x(H). Therefore # becomes a Hopf algebra. There is a coalgebra 
projection r: g -+ H which is x-’ on x(H), by (3.3). Then, r o x: C + H is the 
required coalgebra projection. 
(b) If f can be extended to j k’lp @f maps V(C) into V(H) and 
k’lp @f equals k’lP @f on V(C). This proves the “only if’ part. To prove 
the “if’ part, make the following pushout diagram of coalgebras (or linear 
spaces): 
D=-+C 
fl If’ 
H C E. 
By assumption, we have V,: C+ k’lP @D. Define a l/p-linear coalgebra 
map 
v:E+k”p’H 
by the conditions: v ] H = V,, v o f’ = (k’lp @ f) o V,. Then, VE factors as 
since we have I’, ( H = v 1 H and V, 0 f’ = v of’ by the definition of v. 
Since E = H + f ‘(C), we have 
V(E)=V(E)=V(H)+V~~‘(C)=V(H)+(~“~@~)~ V(C) ink’lP@H. 
Hence V(E) = V(H) if and only if k’lp @f maps V(C) into V(H). If 
V(E) = V(H), there is a coalgebra map r: E -+ H which is the identity on H, 
by (a). We have only to put7 = r o f ‘. Q.E.D. 
We give several consequences of the above theorem. 
For a real number a, let [a] denote the largest integer <a. 
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3.5. LEMMA. Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra with coradical 
J&ration (C,}. We have 
v(C,> c k”’ 0 Cfn,p, 
Proof: Since C is the union of finite dimensional subcoalgebras, we can 
asuume C is finite dimensional. Let A be the dual algebra with radical M. FA 
induces a map of quotient algebras 
FA : (A/Mi)(p’ --t A/MiP 
for any i > 0. Since C, is the dual of A/M”+ ‘, this means that 
v(Cip-1) C kllp @ ‘2-1 for i > 0. 
Since n < (e + 1)~ with e = [n/p], we have it < (e + 1)~ - 1. Hence 
v(C,) = v(C,,+ Ijp-,) c k”” 0 C,. Q.E.D. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra such that 
V, : H + k’lP @ H is surjective. 
(a) If C is a cocommutative coalgebra containing H as a 
subcoalgebra, there is a coalgebra projection r: C -+ H which is the identity 
on H. 
(b) Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra and let D c C be a 
subcoalgebra. Any coalgebra map f: D + H can be extended to a coalgebra 
mapf: C-r H. 
Proof. Part (b) follows directly from (a). To prove (a), write C as a 
direct sum of subcoalgebras C = C’ @ C”, where C’ = Hca)) [3, p. 2231. 
Since there is at least one coalgebra map, C” -+ H (e.g., c ++ s(c)l), we may 
assume C = C’, or H contains the coradical C,. Let (C,} be the coradical 
filtration of C. We define coalgebra maps f, : C, + H + H inductively. Begin 
with f. = the identity. Assume f,, is defined. Since 
V(Ctl t 1 +H)ckl’P@(Cn+H) 
by (3.5), we can extend f, to a coalgebra map f,,,, : Cn+l + H + H by 
(3.4)(b). (Use the fact V(H) = k’lP @ H.) Taking the inductive limit of j f,}, 
we get the required coalgebra projection: C -+ H. Q.E.D. 
The above theorem may be viewed as the coalgebraic analogue of (1.6), 
but it is much stronger than that. 
The following characterization of irreducible cocommutative Hopf 
algebras whose V-map is surjective is a direct consequence of the above. 
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3.7 COROLLARY [2, 42.7, p. 2891. Let H be a cocommutative 
irreducible Hopf algebra with U = P(H) and H+ = Ker(s). Let 71: Ht --t U be 
a linear projection. V, : H --$ k’lp @ H is surjective if and only if (H, x) is the 
cofree cocommutative pointed irredicible coalgebra on U. 
Proof. Let B(U) be the cofree cocommutative pointed irreducible 
coalgebra on U 16, 12.2.5, p. 2631. The projection n induces a coalgebra 
imbedding 
cj: H 4 B(U) 
which is the identity on U. If 4 is an isomorphism, V, is obviously 
surjective. If V, is surjective, there is a coalgebra map r: B(U) -+ H such that 
r o d is the identity map of H, by (3.6). Since r ] U must be the identity map, 
r is injective by [ 6, 11.0.1, p. 2171. It follows that / and r are isomorphisms 
of coalgebras. Q.E.D. 
The coalgebraic counterpart of (1.8) is as follows: For a cocommutative 
coalgebra C with one specified group-like element 1, let C+ = Ker(s), 
s:c+-+c+ oc+, 6(c) = d(c) - c @ 1 - 1 @ c 
and iterate 6 n-times to get 
ntl 
s,:c++ @ ct. 
The V-map for C restricted on Ct factors as follows: For each integer n > 0, 
let 0: Cf be the set of all symmetric tensors Cic,, @ . . . @ tin in 0” Ct 
such that 
are the same forj = l,..., n. (This is the dual concept of S:M.) Then we have 
vc: c+ *up b’@‘,[IIfc+& k’/P @ C+, 
where the l/p-linear map v is defined in [2, 4.1.1(a), p. 2731 (where denoted 
by V) as the dual map of 
f, : M(P) --t sp, M. 
We put 
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3.8. COROLLARY (to (3.4)) [ 10, Theorem C]. Let H be a cocommutatiue 
Hopf algebra. With respect to the identity 1 as the specified group-like 
element, we have 
6(H+) = {u E q l;C+ 1 U(u) E V(H)). 
Proof. 6(Ct) is obviously contained in the right-hand side. If u is in the 
right-hand side, make a coalgebra C = H @ kz with condition 
Ll(z)=z@ lf l@z+u, E(Z) = 0. 
Then C is cocommutative and 
V(z) = V(u) E V(H). 
Hence there is a coalgebra retract r: C --) H. We have u = J(r(z)) E 6(Ht ). 
Q.E.D. 
We have shown in the previous paper [ 10) that the above result leads to a 
very simple proof of the extension theorem of sequences of divided powers. 
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